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ABSTRACT 

During the Hubble Space Telescope’s Cycle 17—nominally from August 2009 to October 2010—

eleven calibration programs will be executed to assess the stability of the detector response. Six 

core programs will monitor changes in flat fields, dark current, bias, and gain in both the UVIS 

and the IR channels. Five additional programs will monitor specific detector effects of interest to 

observers: contamination, hot pixels, charge-transfer efficiency, and quantum efficiency 

hysteresis in the UVIS channel, and persistence in the IR channel.  

 

Introduction 

Extensive thermal-vacuum laboratory tests have characterized time-variable detector effects in 

the Wide Field Camera 3 (WFC3) on the ground (Bushouse 2008a, 2009), and the Servicing 

Mission 4 Orbital Verification (SMOV4) campaign will perform an initial calibration and 

characterization of the instrument in orbit (MacKenty et al. 2008; Martel et al. 2009). At the 

conclusion of SMOV4, the WFC3 detector monitoring campaign described in this document will 

operate in concert with science observations throughout Cycle 17. Table 1 lists these programs, 

their timing characteristics, and their orbital allocations. Brief overviews of each program are 

given in the following two sections, and further information on individual calibration programs 

can be retrieved by entering the Proposal ID number into the Program Status search field at  
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http://www.stsci.edu/hst. This detector monitoring campaign is a part of the full WFC3 Cycle 17 

calibration program described in Deustua et al. (2009). 

Table 1:  List of programs comprising the WFC3 Cycle 17 Detector Monitoring Campaign. 
 

    Orbital allocation 

Prop. ID Program title Iterations1 Frequency2 External Internal3 

Principal 

Investigator 

Core monitoring programs      

11930 IR Gain Monitor 3 1 / ~100 days – 8 Hilbert 

11929 IR Dark Monitor 16–64 1 / 3–14 days – 423 Hilbert 

11915 IR Flat Field Monitor 3 1 / ~5 months – 110 Hilbert 

11906 UVIS Gain Monitor 3 1 / ~4 months – 18 Pavlovsky 

11905 UVIS Dark/Bias Monitor ~480 1 / day (subarray: 1 / ~2 months) – 956 Borders 

11912 UVIS Flat Field Monitor 5 1 / ~10 weeks – 90 Rajan 

Specific detector issues      

11927 IR Persistence Monitor 3 1 / 4 months 6 18 Deustua 

11924 UVIS CTE Monitor 3 (13) 1 / 5 months (internal: 1 / month) 6 26 Kozhurina-Platais 

11907 UVIS Contamination Monitor 37 1 / week, then 1 / 2 weeks 37 37 Baggett 

11909 UVIS Hot Pixel Anneal 15 1 / month – 105 Baggett 

11908 UVIS QE Hysteresis Monitor 231 1 / 2 days – 231 Baggett 

 
1 Iterations within a single program may not be precisely identical. For high-frequency programs, number 

of iterations depends on the actual length of Cycle 17; numbers here are based on a 65-week cycle. 

Iterations may decrease pending evaluation of SMOV4 results. 
2 Frequencies are approximate, because timing constraints have been relaxed as much as possible to 

enhance scheduling flexibility. Frequencies may decrease pending evaluation of SMOV4 results. 
3 Some internal orbits are slightly longer than the nominal 30-minute duration of internal orbits, while 

some (particularly in program 11908) are considerably shorter. 

 

Core monitoring programs 

The six Cycle 17 core monitoring programs described in this section will monitor the gain, dark 

current levels, bias levels, and flat field response of WFC3. Core monitoring program data will 

lead to the parameters and reference files (and their uncertainties and temporal variation) 

necessary for basic processing of all astronomical data. 

11930: IR Gain Monitor 

Gain measurements using internal flat fields will be taken three times, about 100 days apart, 

constraining the gain for each of the four amplifiers which separately read out quadrants of the 

detector. The analysis will make use of the mean-variance method of calculating detector gain 

(Baggett 2005). The commanded gain for the IR channel is 2.5 e–/ADU. The measured gain will 

be refined by this program to an estimated accuracy of about 2%, based on ground-testing results 

(Hilbert 2008b). 
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11929: IR Dark Monitor 

Analyses of ground test data showed that dark current signals are more reliably removed 

from science data using darks taken with the same sample sequences as the science data, than 

with a single dark current image scaled by desired exposure time (see the discussion of dark 

current reset anomaly in Hilbert 2008a). This calibration program therefore monitors dark 

current in every sample sequence used by Cycle 17 GOs, and median “super-ramps” will be 

created from the accumulated data and delivered to the calibration database. These super-ramps 

will have signal-to-noise ratios ranging from ~10 to >100, because some exposure sequences are 

monitored more frequently than others (Table 2). The most frequent monitoring corresponds to 

the ramps most frequently requested by the Cycle 17 GOs. Because the Multiple Initial and Final 

(MIF) sample sequences are not supported in Cycle 17, darks will not be acquired in this 

sampling mode. 

 

Table 2:  IR Dark Monitor: Sample sequences and number of dark frames. Program iterations will 
occur at approximately two-week intervals. 

 

Sample sequence Subarray 

Darks per 

iteration 

SPARS50 – 4 

SPARS100 – 3 

SPARS25 – 2 

STEP25 – 2 

STEP50 – 2 

RAPID – 1 

SPARS10 – 1 

SPARS200 – 1 

STEP100 – 1 

STEP200 – 1 

STEP400 – 1 

RAPID 64 ! 64 1 

RAPID 128 ! 128 1 

SPARS10 128 ! 128 1 

RAPID 256 ! 256 1 

SPARS10 256 ! 256 1 

SPARS25 256 ! 256 1 

RAPID 512 ! 512 1 

SPARS25 512 ! 512 1 

STEP25 512 ! 512 1 

 

11915: IR Flat Field Monitor 

Flat fields for the IR channel will be based on measurements of pixel-to-pixel variation 

during ground testing (“P-flats;” Bushouse 2008b) and on-orbit measurements of low-spatial-

frequency variation (“L-flats;” Cycle 17 Program 11928). “Delta-flats” taken as a part of this IR 

Flat Field Monitor program will correct for temporal variations in the flat fields. Flat fields will 

be taken in every filter available on the IR detector, in three epochs each spaced about five 
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months apart during Cycle 17. During each iteration of this program, seven frames will be 

obtained in each filter, leading to combined flats with a Poisson-limited noise level of about 

0.2%.  

11906: UVIS Gain Monitor 

Three measurements of the UVIS gain (in the unbinned configuration) will be taken in Cycle 

17, each separated by about four months. These data will be analyzed in combination with data 

taken during SMOV4 and during ground testing, providing five epochs of gain measurements. 

The first of three iterations of gain measurements in program 11906 will additionally measure 

the gain in the two binned configurations (2 ! 2 and 3 ! 3 binned pixels). This program will refine 

the nominal gain of 1.5 e–/ADU to an accuracy of 1% or better for each of the four amplifiers, 

using the mean-variance method of detector gain calculation (Baggett 2005). 

11905: UVIS Dark/Bias Monitor 

Bias and dark frames are planned to be taken daily during Cycle 17, but if initial analysis 

demonstrates that bias levels and dark current are very stable, then acquisition frequency may be 

moderately reduced. The high volume of data obtained in this program will be used to monitor 

bad pixels, readnoise, and dark current, and build combined “superdark” and “superbias” 

reference files from the individual bias (0 sec) and dark (900 sec) frames. Combination into 

superfiles is required to measure the extremely small dark current in the UVIS detector, which 

was about 0.5 e–/hr/pixel in ground testing. Although the calwf3 calibration pipeline will subtract 

bias levels from science frames using the overscan regions of each raw frame, the superbias 

frames created from program 11905 will refine this correction by removing spatial variations in 

the bias. In addition to daily full-detector biases, subarray biases (UVIS1-2K4-SUB only) will be 

taken at eight epochs in Cycle 17, each separated by about two months, to characterize spatial 

variation of bias levels under the distinct single-amplifier readout mode used for subarrays (Full-

frame readouts use all four amplifiers.). 

11912: UVIS Flat Field Monitor 

UVIS flat fields, illuminated with the internal tungsten or deuterium lamps, will be collected 

in five iterations during Cycle 17, with about 10 weeks between epochs. During each iteration, 

flat fields will be taken for all 47 spectral elements (containing a total of 62 filters) in the UVIS 

channel (see Table 3). Data from this program will be analyzed in conjunction with data from 

ground testing and SMOV4 to produce delta-flats. This program will also monitor performance 

of the limited-lifetime calibration lamps. The number of flat fields taken during a single iteration 

will range from one to four depending on the spectral element, with higher sampling frequencies 

for the spectral elements most frequently used in Cycle 17. 
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Table 3:  UVIS Flat Field Monitor: Number of flat fields per spectral element per iteration. Iterations in 
program 11912 repeat every ~10 weeks. 

 

Spectral element (Flats per iteration) 

Deuterium lamp flat fields 

F200LP (1), F218W (1), F225W (2), F275W (1), F280N (1), F300X (1), F336W (2), F343N (1), F373N (2), 

F390M (1), F390W (2), F395N (1), QUAD1* (3), QUAD2* (3) 

Tungsten lamp flat fields 

F350LP (3), F410M (1), F438W (4), F467M (1), F469N (1), F475W (3), F475X (3), F487N (1), F502N (3), 

F547M (3), F555W (3), F600LP (3), F606W (4), F621M (1), F625W (1), F631N (1), F645N (1), F656N (1), 

F657N (1), F658N (1), F665N (1), F673N (1), F680N (1), F689M (1), F763M (1), F775W (1), F814W (4), 

F845M (1), F850LP (1), F953N (1), QUAD* (2), QUAD4* (2), QUAD3* (1) 

 

* Quad spectral elements contain four filters per element; full-frame flat fields will be taken with the same 

quad spectral element but different exposure times when needed to accommodate throughput variations 

between the filters. Filters in each quad spectral element are as follows. QUAD: FQ508N, FQ674N, 

FQ575N, FQ672N. QUAD1: FQ437N, FQ378N, FQ232N, FQ243N. QUAD2: FQ387N, FQ492N, 

FQ422M, FQ436N. QUAD3: FQ889N, FQ937N, FQ906N, FQ924N. QUAD4: FQ619N, FQ750N, 

FQ634N, FQ727N. 

 

Programs monitoring specific detector issues 

Ground testing was used to characterize several specific detector issues with strong time-

variability. Five programs in Cycle 17 perform monitoring of these issues to better understand 

the on-orbit performance of WFC3. In the IR channel, persistence leaves “ghost images” in 

frames following intense illumination of the detector (11927). In the UVIS channel, the on-orbit 

radiation environment will inevitably damage the detectors, leading to charge transfer 

inefficiency that can degrade photometry and astrometry by smearing charge along the readout 

direction (11924). Contamination—a danger as the instrument outgases and as it undergoes 

thermal cycling—could potentially reduce UV throughput (11907). Program 11909 repairs UVIS 

hot pixels by heating the detector during anneal operations. Finally, a low-level quantum 

efficiency hysteresis effect in the UVIS channel is monitored and corrected by program 11908. 

11927: IR Persistence Monitor 

Unfortunately, IR persistence is a common problem affecting infrared detectors, and ground 

testing revealed that the effects of persistence on WFC3’s IR channel last up to four hours 

(Deustua and McCullough 2009). This program will measure persistence by imaging a star 

cluster and then taking repeated darks to more accurately measure the time constant of the 

persistence. Measurements will be taken at three epochs separated by 3–6 months. This program 

will assess the photometric impact of IR persistence, and will result in recommendations for 

analysis and observation strategies that mitigate the effects of persistence. 
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11924: UVIS Charge Transfer Efficiency Monitor 

Although WFC3 will launch with excellent CTE in the UVIS detector, on-orbit 

characterization is needed to verify flight performance and measure the decrease in CTE as 

radiation damage accumulates in the detectors. Both internal flat fields and external star cluster 

images will be used to evaluate the UVIS CTE. Internal flat fields in this program will measure 

the extended pixel edge response (EPER): the extension of charge profiles into the trailing 

overscan region. Three iterations of star cluster images will be executed five to six months apart, 

and thirteen iterations of internal flat fields will be taken at one-month intervals. The UVIS 

channel contains advanced charge injection capabilities to maintain high CTE despite the buildup 

of radiation damage, so this Cycle 17 program will be the beginning of a long-term monitoring 

campaign informing CTE maintenance strategies.  

11907: UVIS Contamination Monitor 

Checks for UV-absorbing contaminants will be performed at weekly intervals for the first 13 

weeks of Cycle 17, then decreasing to twice a month. Contamination will be monitored by multi-

filter subarray UV observations of a white dwarf standard, as well as by tungsten flat fields to 

check the full frame. Analysis of the data will focus on identifying changes in the UV 

throughput. 

11909: UVIS Hot Pixel Anneal 

Hot pixels will be produced in the UVIS CCDs in low-earth orbit by energetic particles. The 

anneal procedure heats the UVIS channel from –83° C to 20° C, repairing potentially 80% of hot 

pixels. The IR channel is simultaneously heated from –128° C to  

–90° C to minimize thermal stresses to WFC3 during the anneal. Each anneal procedure also 

includes six orbits of monitoring data to quantify effects on bias, dark current, hot pixel counts, 

and hysteresis effects before and after the anneal, as described in Table 4. 

 

Table 4:  UVIS Hot Pixel Anneal: Sequence of events during the anneal procedure.  
 

Event duration 

Event Orbits Hours 

UVIS bias (3) and dark (5) frames 2 1.6 

UVIS anneal: full heating and cooling cycle – 21.0 

UVIS hysteresis: flat / flash / flat cycle1 1 0.2 

UVIS bias (3) and dark (5) frames 2 1.6 

IR dark frame (SPARS50) 1 0.3 

 
1 See program 11908 below. 
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11908: UVIS QE Hysteresis Monitor 

Ground testing demonstrated an intermittent hysteresis effect in both UVIS CCDs, in which 

quantum efficiency (QE) offsets on the order of 1% were seen in flat field ratios. When present, 

the effect persisted from hours to days, and it was observed as either a general offset across the 

whole CCD, or as a patterns shaped like “elf hats” or “bowties” (Figure 1). Although the QE 

offset may be modulated by detector temperature, the effect was termed hysteresis because it 

sometimes occurs following the cooling and activation of the detectors—and because it can be 

reversed by illuminating the detector (Baggett et al. 2008, MacKenty et al. 2008). 

In the ground tests, overexposing the detectors to count levels several times the full well 

depth was found to fill charge traps and neutralize the QE offset. This program consists of three 

flat field images, repeated once every two days. A highly saturated flat field is used to eliminate 

any QE offsets present, and unsaturated frames before and after check for the presence of the 

offsets before and after the detector illumination. The high frequency of this program will 

quantify the incidence of this intermittent effect and reduce its impact on science programs, and 

the frequency may be reduced depending on the frequency of the QE offset occurrence. 

Additional QE offset monitoring will be done using dark frames acquired in program 11905. 

 

Figure 1:  Examples of UVIS quantum efficiency hysteresis effects. Images show ratios of affected 
flat field frames to mean (unaffected) flat fields acquired during ground testing. Full (4k ! 4k) 
frames are shown. Left: the elf hat pattern. Right: the bowtie pattern. Figure reproduced from 
Bushouse (2008a). 

Results of the WFC3 Cycle 17 detector monitoring campaign 

Data acquired as part of these calibration programs will be available for download from the HST 

archive with no proprietary period. Analysis of the results will begin during Cycle 17 and 

continue during and after data collection. Reference files will be delivered to the calibration 

database as they are produced; these products can be downloaded from the HST archive or 
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directly from the CDBS iref directory: ftp://ftp.stsci.edu/cdbs/iref. Analysis results will be 

summarized in revised editions of the Data and Instrument Handbooks for WFC3 and described 

in greater detail in WFC3 Instrument Science Reports (available at 

http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/documents/ISRs). 
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